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Strategy for estimating C Stocks in
German Forest Soils based on Forest Inventories

- Possibilities and Limits -

NICOLEWELLBROCK

1. Introduction

The German government decided in December
2006 to report on greenhouse gas emissions as
Article 3.4 required. For the reporting period 2008 to
2012 the assumption had been made that forest soils
are no source for greenhouse gases. In consequence
to that, no values for forest soils will be reported
until 2012. Then, the evalua-
tion for the national soil
inventory will be done and
reliable data will be available.
This evaluation will contain
changes of carbon stocks
between the two inventory
periods (1992 - 2008) as well
as regionalisation of carbon
stocks. The adoption of
models to quantify annual
changes of carbon stock is
under discussion too.
However, at the moment a
detailed concept how to
calculate carbon stocks and
changes of carbon stocks in
german forest soils is still in
process.
The detection of soil

carbon stock changes is a
difficult task. Small changes
compared to the large pool
and different uncertainties as
well as high spatial variability
in forest soils,make it difficult
to detect changes based on
direct measurements (Liski et
al. 2002, Baritz & van Ranst
2006). In the kind of uncer-
tainties connected to its esti-
mation and how to handle
them the following article will

focus on. The reason for that focus is - beneath the
minimizing of errors - the organisation of themoni-
toring in Germany, which has to regard on the
federal structure of Germany. The federal states are
responsible for the field assessments and the labora-
tory work. The Federal Research Centre collects the
data from the federal states to make an evaluation
for the entire Germany.

Fig. 1: Spatiail distribution of Level II / Level I plots in Germany



2. Forest soil data from the German forest
monitoring system

2.1 German forest monitoring system
The forest soil data were provided by the German
National Forest Soil Inventory, which is part of the
German Forest Environmental Monitoring System
and strongly related to the European Forest Condi-
tion Monitoring Network. The German Forest
Environmental Monitoring System consists of two
programmes with different measuring intensities
(Level I / Level II) and with varying temporal and
spatial scales (fig.1). The National Forest Soil
Inventory was carried out from 1987 to 1993 and is
redone from 2006 to 2008 on 1,800 plots located in
a systematic grid of 8 x 8 km. A subsample of 450
plots are investigated within the BioSoil project.
Chemical soil analyses were carried out and the
tree condition (needle/leaf loss) is investigated in
addition to chemical analyses of needle/leaf
samples collected from a subset of 800 plots (Wolff
& Riek 1997).

2.2 Database for carbon inventory in soils
At the field assessment a lot of parameters had to
be measured beside the sampling of soil material
(tab. 1). The fine earth density or, in the humus
layer, bulk density are needed to calculate carbon
stocks. For up-scaling plot information maps and
models have to be available.

3. Uncertainties

Uncertainties appear on different scales and at
different components (tab. 2). Especially systematic
errors have to be avoided. On site level as well as on
regional level the heterogeneity of soil properties is a
huge problem that had to keep in mind at the
sampling design. Analytical data which are system-
atically too high or too low had to be avoided, too.
Even if the C-concentration measurement has a
high quality, the calculation of C-stock includes
many uncertainties because of estimated stone
content in the field, insufficiently valuated pedo-
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Table 2:
Overview of uncertainties, which had to be considered

Components approach uncertainty

site level

sampling sampling design variability / representativity

analysis analytical scheme quality of measurements

Calculation C-stocks approach fine earth stock (pedo-transfer functions / bulk density / stone content)

regional level

sampling standards comparability of field assessments

plot design grid net random selection of plots / variability / representativity / georeferencing

analysis analytical scheme data comparability / laboratory comparability

regionalisation Up-scaling scheme scale of maps, geostatistics, modelling

Table 1:
Parameter list for carbon inventory

Components parameters

site level

sampling
Sampling depth, fine roots, fine woody debris (< 2cm), stones content, bulk density, sampling area of
humus layer, altitude

analysis c- content, fine earth stock, weight of humus layer

calculation C- stocks c- stock

regional level

plot Soil type, parent material, vegetation type or forest type, management type,

regionalisation Soil- land use map, statistics models, eco-regions, digital altitude model, climate areas



transfer functions as well as an unrepresentative
sampling volume of bulk density sampling. To
calculate C-stock for the entire of German forests
soils an up-scaling approach has to be chosen which
based on a systematic and representative grid. The
regionalisation itself will include multivariable
statistics as well as geostatistics. On regional level the
comparability of field assessments and the analytical
data had be considered. Reasons for the incompara-
bility may be changes of methods from the first to
the second soil inventory or different field teams as
well as analysis at various laboratories.

3.1 How to deal with uncertainties
The following overview will focus on the main
uncertainties.

3.1.1 Spatial variability
The high spatial variability of forest soils, makes it
difficult to detect changes of carbon stocks even in
large-scale inventories. On the one hand there
should be a sufficient high number of soil samples
to represent the pedon on the other hand the inven-
tory should be cost effective. One approach to deal
with that problem in a large-scale inventory is to
take a number of samples andmixing them together
to a combined sample with can be analysed. The
most frequently asked questions are how many
samples should be taken and how high should be

the distance to the next samples. Our sampling
design is based on 8 sample with a distance of 10 m
from the centre (fig.2). In the centre of the profile pit
another sample will be taken. For the next inventory
the satellites samples rotate clockwise with 12.5 Gon.
In this case third sampling at the same plot is
possible. Mellert et al. 2007 confirm that this design
enables a minimisation of variability.

3.1.2 Fine earth stock
Many sampling methods exist to measure bulk
density. However, in most cases the stone content
had to be neglected. There are some studies about
variability and uncertainties of bulk density and
stone content measurements (Wirth et al. 2004,
Heinkele et al. 2005, Riek & Wolff 2006). For the
second soil inventory in Germany a combined
approach in relation to the stone content had been
developed, which had been adopted for the BioSoil
Project, too (ICP Forests manual 2006).

3.1.3 Chemical analysis
The comparability of laboratories and analysis
method has a high rank within the German moni-
toringsystem, because 12 laboratories are involved
and some methods had be changed until the first
sampling in the 90s. That is the reason why ring tests
had be done within Germany and within the Euro-
pean context (BioSoil) (König & Wolff 1993, Blum

&Heinbach 2006, Cools et al.
2006). Furthermore, limit
values will be checked within
the database. The BioSoil
provides benchmark plots
where samples will be
analysed parallel at the Euro-
pean central laboratory. As a
consequence only compa-
rable methods are allowed for
the second soil inventory and
they will be documented in
an own manual. Furthermore
the evaluation will be done
only on plots with compa-
rable methods.

4. Up-scaling approach

Various kinds of approaches
are possible to come to a
regional soil C estimate
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(Bartiz et al. 2006). If plot measurements on
georeferenced plots are available, the plot informa-
tion can be connected with maps. For Germany an
approach had been tested which combines regres-
sion analysis with spatial data analysis (Zirlewagen
2003). If the approach will be used for Kyoto
reports is under discussion.

5. Detection of changes

The national soil inventory allows the deduction of
changes on the base of sampling units. Thus, a
reduction of the standard error of the estimation
will be achieved. These sampling units could be
selected by ecological criteria (e.g. soil types) or as
well based on multivariate clusters like deposition
types (Wellbrock et al. 2005).

6. Summary

The German government decided in December
2006 to report on greenhouse gas emissions as
Article 3.4 required. For the reporting period 2008
to 2012 the assumption had been made that Forests
Soils are no source for greenhouse gases. In conse-
quence to that, no values for Forest Soils will be
reported until 2012. Then, the evaluation for the
national soil inventory is done and reliable data will
be available. For the second soil inventory we tried
to minimize systematic errors. Furthermore, error
budgets will be calculated for every component.
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